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ABSTRACT
WSNs architectures are infra-structure-less network with high degree of flexibility. Security is major concern in
this ad-hoc network. This is the prime area of interest for research scholars. This paper proposes a new algorithm
for recovering from intruder and is based on AODV protocol. The attack from hacker is considered as direct or
active. The proposed algorithm helps in repairing the loss. Using this scheme various metrics used for adhoc
network are taken care of viz packet delivery ratio, throughput and average delay produced.
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INTRODUCTION

In a network that is established for special
needs and is of strategic nature, that needs attention
from the security point of view too. This network
needs special attention, the connected devices many a
time need to perform dual role or need to perform
multiple duties, like being sender receiver; work as
router and work as supervisor of the network too. In
this free environment, security is of prime concern
[3,4]. Protocols can be implemented for prevention
like encryption and authentication techniques or/and
intrusion detection system (IDS). Two types of IDS
are there; anomaly based IDS and misuse based IDS
[2]. The normal node profile is taken into
consideration in anomaly based system and
unexpected behaviour of node in considered as
intrusion [4]. In misuse base system, the activities of
the node are matched with activities of other nodes in
the network. The activities themselves show the
unexpected behaviour. In case both activities are
going on in the network, it is defined hybrid IDS. It is
obvious that the attackers are intelligent enough to
intrude into the network. It is the responsibility of the
IDS to detect the malicious node and remove it from
the network. There are two types of protocols used in
MANET categorised as proactive and reactive
routing protocols. The present manuscript discusses
reactive routing protocol methodology in adhoc
demand distance vector (AODV) [13, 15]. The route
discovery phase uses route request (RREQ) and route
reply (RREP) packets to discover the route from
source to destination and route maintenance phase
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uses HELLO packet and route error (RERR) packet
in order to maintain the route and inform about the
error.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In the literature survey various IDS are
discussed underlying protocols, architecture and
types of attacks. The four types of IDS architectures
namely standalone; distributed & collaborative;
hierarchical; and mobile agent IDS are taken into
consideration here. The wireless networks can be
configured in multi layered or flat network
infrastructure. The later is suitable for the civil type
of activities as all nodes have equal responsibility in
the routing protocol. In the former case the nodes are
organised in clusters, a cluster head is designated to
centralize the routing operations amongst clusters and
is used in strategic emergency or war like situations.
DSR bases confidant approach is similar to
overcome the drawbacks of the watchdog and pathrater scheme by ignoring misbehaving nodes as a
remedial process in the routing process [8]. The
nodes identify neighbouring nodes as friends and
enemies on the basis of trust. The trusted friends are
informed of enemies. This approach claims the
packet delivery ratio very high (more than 97%). This
approach degrades the throughput of clients and
servers. CONFIDANT(2002) [8][14].
Ocean is another extension to the DSR
protocol, a monitoring and a reputation system is
employed through it. The protocol uses second hand
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reputation messages to avoid phantom intrusion
detections. This approach can detect misbehaving and
selfish nodes. But, the detection efficiency decreases
with the increase in the density of misbehaving
nodes. The simulation results show that at high
threshold values, other second hand protocols
perform better in high mobility of the nodes. The
Ocean is very sensitive to change of the threshold
parameters, while second hand protocols are more
consistent over varying threshold limits. This is not
quite effective in penalizing misleading nodes
OCEAN(2003) [11][14].
Scan is based on two central ideas that are:
each node monitors its neighbours for routing/packet
forwarding misbehaviour independently; observing
neighbours by cross validating the overhead traffic
with other nodes. The nodes are declared malicious
by a majority decision. This assumes that the network
density is sufficiently high. The network services are
temporarily halted during intrusion detection in this
protocol. The assumption that network density is high
may not always hold. Increase in mobility results in
higher false positives. Besides, the packet delivery
ratio can be heavily affected in the interval during
which an attack is launched and when it is detected.
SCAN(2006) [9][14].
A cluster based IDSX solution is used as an
extended architecture. In a simulation based
experiment, the results showed that the IDSX
solution does not give any false positives. The
anomaly based on IDS is deployed at the first line of
defence and dirty packet forwarding is handled. This
approach works in the pre-set boundaries [5]. This
approach is feasible and practical enough in adhoc
networks but some of these may also be considered
as the limiting constraints. This approach of IDSX
has not been compared with any of the IDS solutions.
Also, the proposed two-step approach would make
the task of IDS expensive in terms of energy and
resource consumption IDSX(2007)[5, 14].
Another approach uses the unsupervised
learning concept in Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) using with self-organizing maps using
AODV. This technique is named as eSOM, it uses Umatrix to represent data classes. Those regions which
represented malicious information are watermarked
with block-wise method using the lattice method. As
a new attack is launched it causes changes in the
pixel values [14]. The watermarking technique can
identify if any pixel has been modified. This makes it
very sensitive towards detecting intrusions. The
solution is considerably efficient and remains
consistent with variations in mobility. This approach
needs to be trained in regular time periods, there are
additional overhead and thus energy efficiency
decreases in this algorithm Neural Network and
Watermarking Technique(2007)[6].
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The IDS in MANET based on the Vicky,
Clarke and Groves (VCG) model requires every node
to be as honest as possible. The leaders those
participate honestly are elected that result in optimal
resource utilization. The experimental results indicate
VCG model performs well during leader election by
producing a higher percentage of alive nodes. It
shows that the normal nodes carry out more duty of
intrusion detection and die faster as the number of
selfish nodes increases. The selfish nodes do not
exhaust energy to run the IDS service, the percentage
of packet analysis decreases with time. In the case of
static scenarios, the model elects the same node as
leader repeatedly. This causes the normal nodes to
die very fast A leader election model(2008)[7].
In another approach namely HIDS is based
on trust values of the nodes. It dynamically increase/
decrease depending on its behaviour: node with
normal behaviour is positively rewarded; malicious
activity results in negative rewards for that node. The
trust on a node is recomputed based on its current
honesty rate, and the rewards that it has earned. A
comparative study between SCAN and HIDS shows
that the latter involves lower storage and
communicational overhead than SCAN. HIDS is
inherently protected against false positives. However,
maintaining up-to-date tables at different nodes, as
required by HIDS, may not be an energy-efficient
strategy. Also the proposed HIDS offers only a
generic architecture for secure route detection
HIDS(2008) [10][14].
A hybrid solution combines the watchdog
and path-rater scheme as neither SCAN nor
Watchdog and Path-raters address the mobility issue
that well. The hybrid solution also suffers from this
problem. There can be no fixed nodes to behave as
supervisor. As this results in increased overhead
along with energy consumption as sometimes
supervisor nodes themselves can become malicious.
To detect Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, the criteria
for attack detection cannot be so rigid. Also, the
history of a node that had being behaving normal,
should be taken in to consideration before writing it
off as malicious as soon as it deviates from normal
behaviour hybrid solution(2010) Marti et al[9].

PROPOSED PLAN
The AODV routing protocol, a modified
algorithm is designed and changes has been made for
the repairing phase. It carries out local repair using
time to live (TTL). This scheme makes changes in its
repair mechanism. The route request (RREQ) phase
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and route reply (RREP) phase are same as in AODV.
The route repair mechanism of AODV protocol has
been modified in two phases as explained here. In
first phase the intruder is detected using sequence
number policy. In second phase an algorithm is used
to bypass the intruder and select a new path to
carryout recovery of damage done by intruder. The
figure 1(a) shows the normal routing process of
AODV protocol whereas the route has been
established between source node S and destination
node D. It follows normal route request and reply
phase using RREQ and RREP packet. The network
consists of 9 nodes from sequence numbers 1 to 9.

A new route request is sent from node that is one hop
back the intruder node (n to n-1).
 Then from node n-1, a new path is created and
intruder is isolated or bypassed.
The figure 1(c) shows that the intruder node has been
isolated and removed from the network and a new
path as shown by different colour line has been
created by the previous node from the intruder node
N. Thus the network has been recovered by the
proposed algorithm.
The performance of algorithm is checked
using various metrics for mobile adhoc networks like
packet delivery ratio, throughput and average-delay.
The proposed algorithm is executed in NS2 simulator
for small, medium and large network scenario taking
10, 20 and 50 nodes respectively. Pause time in ms
and speed of node in ms are taken as the parameter to
check the results of different metrics. The result
section includes the graphs that show the
performance of the modified algorithm.

III.

Phase I: Intruder Detection
 Nodes check route-table
 After reply phase, sequence numbers are checked
after each beacon
 If a particular sequence number is out of
sequence/out of range, the node is treated as intruder
The figure 1(b) explains how proposed algorithm
detects the intruder during route recovery phase of
AODV protocol. Here the node N shown in red
colour is detected as false node or malafide node as
its sequence number is found out of range in the
MANET where valid sequence numbers are from 1 to
9.
Phase II: Repairing the intruder
 Makes changes in RREQ in routing table.
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RESULTS

The graphs have been used to describe the
results obtained from the execution of proposed plan.
Each graph displays three scenarios of AODV
routing protocol namely normal (in blue colour), after
the intrusion (in red colour) when intruder enters the
scene and creates havoc and then after the network is
being repaired using the proposed algorithm is shown
in yellow colour.
The graph G1 gives the description of 10
nodes scenario with pause time as a function in three
different scenes. The pause time varies from 100 ms
to 550 ms. If the intruder does not disturb the
network to the larger extent the situation is not
critical, but it has been shown using red notation. The
proposed scheme takes care of intruder it either
bypasses or removes it. The results show that the
proposed scheme has been able to modify the results
in positive direction as displayed by yellow line. A
few more cases have been taken with 20 and 50
nodes. The graph G2 is representation of PDR with
speed as a function for 10 nodes in three scenes of
AODV routing protocol. The speed has been varied
from 1 ms to 10 ms. The normal scenario is shown in
blue line notation and red line notation denotes entry
of an intruder. The yellow line is depiction of
recovery from intruder as proposed by new scheme.
As desired the proposed scheme is able to take care
of PDR and is reaching the target at almost normal
scene. As shown the increase of 25% to 65% is a
great recovery particularly at higher speed of 10ms.
The graph G3 shows the execution of AODV
protocol in MANET of 50 nodes for varying pause
time from 100 ms to 550 ms. It depicts the major
reduction in packet delivery ratio caused by
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malicious node as blue line is at comparatively much
higher value than red line. The increased traffic may
be the reason for intruder to affect the performance of
neighbouring nodes. In case of 10 nodes this situation
is not critical as the traffic is very less. After applying
the proposed algorithm to repair the false or

malicious node considerable improvement in packet
delivery ratio has been achieved shown in graph by
yellow notation. This shows the proposed algorithm
is working well to improve the performance of
AODV protocol as the network becomes denser.

Graph A: Representation of all states
The graph G4 is representation of PDR with
speed as a function for 50 nodes in three scenes of
AODV routing protocol. Speed has been varied from
1 ms to 10 ms. Normal scenario is blue line notation
and red line notation denotes entry of an intruder.
Yellow line is depiction of recovery from intruder as
proposed by new scheme. As desired the proposed
scheme is able overcome the loss introduced by the
intruder or malicious node and recover the PDR
which is very close to normal profile of the network.
The graph displays that as the speed of node increases
the normal PDR reaching upto 98% and intruder
reduces it to 88% which is recovered by the proposed
scheme upto 96% is a significant gain.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The paper is a detailed study of AODV with
three views as normal, with intruder and repair. The
repair has been done in second phase of the AODV .
The Local Route repair has been modified and
various metrics has been used to verify the scheme.
Two parameters as Speed and Pause time has been
used with various scenes as 10, 20 and 50 nodes. The
new scheme has been able to repair the existing
scheme and results are shown using graphs. The
whole work has been conducted using NS2 and using
various scenarios with Random way Point Model.
More work will be conducted for other protocols also
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including DSR and TORA. The effect of fading will
also be considered and more emphasis will be on use
of stable routes.
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